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Reviews

NEW WORK ON IMMUNITY TO TRANS-
PLANTED TUMOURS

The Influence of X-Radiation on the Developmentt of
Immunity to Heterologolis Tratnsplantation of Tumors.
By Johannes Clemmesen. Translated into English by
Robert Fraser. (Pp. 160; 13 photographs; 8 tables;
12 charts. lOs.). Copenhagen: Levin and Munksgaard;
London: Humphrey Milford, Oxford University Press.
1938.

This monograph describes important research work bear-
ing on immunity to transplanted tumours. As is well
known, attempts to make successful grafts of a tumour
growing in one species of mammal into an animal of a
different species have hitherto been almost always un-
successful. It is now shown that rats can be made tem-
porarily susceptible to implants of certain mouse tumours
by previous exposure in toto to strong x-radiation. The
effect is not permanent, and after two to four weeks the
engrafted tumours disappear. That actual growth has
nevertheless occurred is proved both by the size attained
by the implants and by the muscular invasion by neo-
plastic cells. When regression has taken place the rat is
immune to further inoculations, and this immunity cannot
be destroyed by subsequent exposures to x rays. If the
rats are irradiated four to five days after implantation,
the effect is less marked than when they are irradiated
beforehand; this is probably because the cells of the
implant have already been affected by the normal defence
mechanism against foreign tissue elements. It does not
seem to matter if the irradiation is carried out immediately
or several days before the implantation is made. By
varying the x-ray dose it is found that with bigger doses
the implants attain a larger size and persist longer than
when the dose is smaller. The general conclusion drawn
from these experiments is that irradiation delays the
mobilization of the normal defensive forces until the
graft has produced enough reaction against itself to inhibit
further growth and to cause regression. The author con-
cludes that at least two factors are concerned in the pro-
duction of this immunity to foreign cells, of which one
is affected by the x rays, while the other is not. Special
care has been taken throughout these experiments to
ensure uniformity of experimental conditions and accurate
standardization of dosage.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
What Science Really Means: An Explanation of the
History and Empirical Method of General Science. By
Julius W. Friend and James Feibleman. (Pp. 222. 7s. 6d.
net.) London: George Allen and Unwin, Ltd.

If men of science and general readers do not know what
science is about it is certainly not for want of books on
the subject. In the book before us Messrs. J. W. Friend
and J. Feibleman set out to tell us What Science Really
Means, and the wrapper of their volume advertises two
other volumes, to which six Fellows of the Royal Society
have contributed, apparently having much the same laud-
able object. Messrs. Friend and Feibleman, even if by
summarily dismissing many writers of ability as logically
confused or incompetent they sometimes irritate the
reader, have produced an interesting volume.
They hold strongly that we ought to have a sound

philosophy of science, but candidly face the common-sense
objection that scientists who adhere to different philo-

sophical interpretations do not disagree about their scien-
tific work. " Does this mean, then," they ask, " that
the question of the reality of the scientific subject-matter
is meaningless?" Perhaps this ad captandum question
suggests a certain defect of philosophical method. Because
sincere Protestants and sincere Catholics are often patterns
of Christian virtue, sensible people do not ask rhetorically
whether there is any meaning in the difference between
the two religious systems. The analogy is indeed relevant
to our authors' undertaking; they argue, we think cor-
rectly, that a difference of philosophical standpoint may
affect the growth of science and must affect the attitude
towards science of the outsider. They point particularly
to the so-called social sciences as the victims of a false
philosophy. Their general argument that scientific method
is uniform, that there is no antinomy between empiricism
and rationalism, no warrant for holding that induction
is the method or deduction the method of progress, we
take to have been proved by the practice of all investi-
gators. We doubt whether, in practice, there has ever
been any disagreement on the point. It is not probable
that the Empiricists whom Galen abused really did medical
"experiments " at random, really tried everything im-
partially. It is quite certain that Galen, with all his love
for philosophical general principles, did many odd experi-
ments, with no other reason than to gratify his curiosity-
which, as Karl Pearson once said, is the dominant motive
of any real researcher.
When the reader comes to the end of the book, to the

future, he may have legitimate doubts whether any
philosophy, whether the most eloquent exposition of what
science means, will be comforting. "There is a deadly
logic involved between the given stage of a social order
and the given stage of science. Though some small lee-
way may be allowed, their ability to separate is definitely
confined within certain limits. Therefore the understand-
ing of science on the part of a society is requisite for
both science and society." That any large part of society
will " understand " science any better than the mother of
Zebedee's children " understood " the Master's doctrine,
or will ever think of science as anything but a means of
increasing the commoda vitae, is improbable. Tolerance,
not understanding, is the best we can expect in any society
which, like most existing societies, is ruled not by reason
but by emotion. The danger is that toleration, as a prac-
tice, is by no means secure even in the countries where it is
most praised, and is extinct elsewhere. Even our authors
implicitly (on p. 199) commend pure science to the public
on the ground that in the long run the purer science is
the more likely is it that practical results will be obtained.
Few can now be found to defend scientific pursuits
explicitly on the ground that it is interesting to " find
things out," whether the " things " are of any practical
importance or not. Such an argument can only -secure a
hearing in a tolerant society.

HEALTH ADVICE FOR THE LAITY
Brutsh Up Your Health. By Hugh Clegg, M.A., M.B.,
M.R.C.P. (Pp. 119; with 20 drawings by Ward, and
diagrams. 2s. 6d. net.) With a foreword by Lord
Horder. London: J. M. Dent and Sons, Ltd. 1938.

One of the major problems of public health to-day is that
of making medical knowledge available in useful form to
the general public. Medical science is very rich, but its
only really profitable employment is in prevention. Most
ill-health is caused by human ignorance and folly. The
need for sound and attractive books on the everyday
realities of health and illness is not nearly met. There
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